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GENERAL UTILITY

A PETROL TIN STORY FROM THE EAST

They sometimes call us the Gipsy Division probably because

we’re always on the move so much, and are always, packing and unpacking
our belongings. That must be the only reason, unless you count the

petrol tins tins, 4- gall;> nonreturnable, as Ordnance calls them*

The question is, who first discovered that containing petrol is the last

thing they're meant for; we, or the Persians?

We start our day washing in them; we climb out of our dug-in
tents up steps made of them go to eat breakfast cooked on a thing known

rather grandly by the Army as a stove, desert type, That is it In fact

but a half petrol tin filled with sand soaked in petrol? Even the gaily
enamelled plates the Mess Secretary bought the other day bear the faint

impression: "B,P,"

During the day we sit on them in our office tents and from

every tent protrudes a chimney (tins again) which leads down to a device

wonderfully and ingeniously contrived from them, which is supposed to

keep the tent warm, but in fact merely fills it with thick, black smoke*

The General has a more successful device which carries heat right under

the floor of his tent; this device is needless to say, made of them.

Our division has a fair assortment of British races we have

two Scots battalions, three Yorkshire and one Irish* If the Yorkshlre-

men and the Irish make their puddings and stew in petrol tins, you may

be sure the Soots keep their money in them.

But that’s nothing to what the Persians do with them. They

make samovars and kettles out of them; baths, trunks and impressive gates

out of them; there’s even a town-where the dome of the mosque is panelled

with them. At one time, as coin of the realm, a single one was always

fair payment for five melons or a dozen eggs any day, How, unfortunately,

the Oil Company is finding that it hasn’t enough to put petrol in, so the

Army has made them returnable again.

We've used than now through hot and cold in every kind of

climate to keep out the rain in the drenching Indian Monsoon, to keep

out the cold in the freezing Persian mountains; as shower-baths in

Basra and as stoves in Kurdistan, We've seen much of the East and we've

much yet to see; you can have all its glamour and all its mystery, but

leave us our four-gallon petrol tins J
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